Abstract

The goal of this document is to give IT administrators and operational staff information about how NetApp® shared storage integrates with HP Operations Orchestration (HP OO) by using NetApp OnCommand® API Services (API-S). It provides users with a perspective on how to use the product and describes the simplicity with which the integration can be implemented. The document covers the integration of storage provisioning flow and its consumption by using HP OO software. The architecture described in this document provides clean separation between different administrative roles in a data center.
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1 Executive Summary

NetApp OnCommand API Services is the single REST (representation state transfer) endpoint to monitor and manage all underlying NetApp ONTAP® resources. OnCommand API Services provides API offerings for storage management and control operations, which include monitoring, storage provisioning, and data management in your NetApp environment. It provides a programmatic way through which third-party applications can issue requests to retrieve information about the storage environment and provision storage resources.

This document describes how to leverage the comprehensive set of REST APIs that OnCommand API Services offers with HP Operations Orchestration (HP OO) through the REST interface. You can use these APIs to execute and manage key storage operations in your data center. This document contains:

- An overview of the integration of HP OO and OnCommand API Services
- A demonstration of how to simplify storage automation in complex and growing environments by using a simple, service-oriented interface
- A description of how HP OO interacts with OnCommand API Services and demonstrates the consumption of RESTful APIs
- Sample use cases that demonstrate the consumption of OnCommand API Services in HP OO flows

2 Introduction

This document illustrates the much-applied approach of integrating HP OO with NetApp OnCommand API Services. The primary focus is to demonstrate monitoring and managing your storage in an efficient NetApp shared storage infrastructure. This approach is well established for using NetApp storage resources in an enterprise organization.

2.1 Scenario and Use Case

The integration of HP OO and OnCommand API Services is described from the perspective of a large enterprise. We assume the presence of the HP OO framework. In this context, we describe the use cases for creating HP OO flows and for executing some of them. Figure 1 shows the scenario of and use cases for integrating HP OO and OnCommand API Services.
Figure 1) Use cases for integrating HP OO and OnCommand API Services.

In this scenario, there are four roles:

- **Flow author.** The flow author creates and debugs flows in HP OO Studio. The flow author leverages HP OO out-of-the-box content, content that was developed by action developers, and the utilities that are provided.

- **End user.** The end user triggers and monitors the flows. The end user can access entitled HP OO flows directly through HP OO Central or indirectly through an embedded web UI in another application.

- **Storage administrator.** The storage administrator is responsible for the complete management and monitoring of the data center that contains shared storage systems.

- **Storage operator.** The storage operator is responsible for proactive performance and monitoring tasks of the data center that contains shared storage systems.
3 Software Components and Integration

This section describes the integration of the individual software components to implement storage monitoring and provisioning. The focus of HP OO is to automate IT processes and reduce manual activity. It orchestrates across the functions of multiple management technology frameworks for the execution of the end-to-end workflow. Adapters interface between HP OO flows, IT components, and management frameworks.

3.1 NetApp OnCommand API Services

NetApp OnCommand API Services (API-S) provides an API through which partner applications can issue programmatic requests to execute specified data storage monitoring and managing operations on NetApp ONTAP storage systems.

To support data center monitoring for systems that run ONTAP, API-S contains the following set of REST APIs:

- **Provisioning APIs**, which enable you to provision and allocate storage resources in your data center.
- **Monitoring APIs**, which enable you to retrieve information about logical and physical storage resources in the data center.
- **Event APIs**, which enable you to retrieve information about any events that occurred in the data center.
- **Performance monitoring APIs**, which enable you to retrieve performance-related information about the data center storage resources.

Figure 2 lists a sample of APIs that are available with OnCommand API Services.

**Figure 2) Sample list of APIs that are available with OnCommand API Services.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OnCommand API Services REST APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GET</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates(key)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates(key)/volumes</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates(key)/events</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates(key)/metrics</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/aggregates(key)/relationships</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/cifs-shares</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/cifs-shares(key)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/cifs-shares(key)/cifs-share-acts</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/cifs-shares(key)/cifs-share-acts</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ontap/cifs-shares(key)/cifs-share-acts</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 HP Operations Orchestration

HP Operations Orchestration (HP OO) software integrates enterprise management systems and automates standard operations as well as critical IT infrastructure library processes through the REST programming interface. HP OO provides out-of-the-box workflows for data centers and can also be extended and customized to suit particular deployment requirements. This next-generation IT process automation solution is designed to increase automation both in traditional data centers and in hybrid cloud environments. HP OO is a system for creating and using actions in structured sequences (called flows), which maintain your IT resources by performing repetitive tasks and executing the flows with the provided specifications. Figure 3 shows the functional architecture of HP OO.

Figure 3) HP Operations Orchestration functional architecture.

3.3 NetApp OnCommand Performance Manager

NetApp OnCommand Performance Manager provides performance monitoring and event root-cause analysis of systems that run ONTAP software. It is the performance management part of OnCommand Unified Manager. Performance Manager helps you identify workloads that are overusing cluster components and are decreasing the performance of other workloads on the cluster. It alerts you to these performance events so that you can take corrective action and return performance back to normal operation. You can view and analyze events in the Performance Manager web UI or view them in the OnCommand Unified Manager UI.
3.4 NetApp OnCommand Unified Manager

NetApp OnCommand Unified Manager (OCUM) is the primary monitoring and reporting tool for NetApp storage systems. It provides both a human interface and an API for integration with other management software. The API uses well-defined XML objects for communication, providing transparency and interoperability.

Data collected by OCUM is queried by API-S to provide a subset of relevant information for use with the flow’s decision. Multiple OCUM instances can feed into a single API-S instance. The storage administrator can directly access OCUM for reporting and monitoring of the underlying NetApp storage.

4 Integrating OnCommand API-S with HP Operations Orchestration

This section provides a technical overview of the integration of HP OO and NetApp OnCommand API Services. Following the REST industry standard, both OnCommand API-S and HP OO can communicate with each other by issuing GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE HTTP requests.

HP OO allows the flow architect to translate requirement specifications onto structured sequences, which are called a flow. The flow is an operation sequence with various connected and predefined library commands, such as the HTTP Client Get request, List Item Grabber, and so on. Each of these commands has different command-specific attributes. Tweaking these attributes helps in realizing the required behavior from the command. For example, the body attribute of the Http Client Post request specifies that the content be posted on the URL that is defined in the URL attribute.

Each command has a success and a failure condition, which is also visualized as an annotation of a check mark or a cross mark, respectively, on the command. The condition is activated according to the result from the execution of the command. You can adjust the flow direction by dragging and connecting these conditional arrows to the next command, or you can also connect them to endpoints, such as Resolved: success.

Section 4.1 describes one of the use cases in detail.

4.1 Creating Your First Flow (Provisioning a Volume)

Assumption

Let’s assume that you have completed the installation of OnCommand API-S and HP OO on separate machines. This section guides you on how to create your first flow in the HP OO Studio authoring environment and how to execute the flow. The designer studio allows you to fabricate the flow, and HP OO Central Studio helps you to execute the flow remotely, or you can execute the flow directly from the local designer instance.

If the setup is not complete, follow the API-S installation and best practices guide to finish the installation of OnCommand API Services. Also, follow the best practices in the introduction and installation guide for HP Operations Orchestration.

Step 1: Create the Flow

Launch your HP OO designer by using the shortcut icon. On the top left pane, you see the project explorer. On the bottom left pane is the object explorer, where you can find all the required commands. On the center right is the designer pane, where you create your flow. Figure 4 shows the HP OO author environment.
The purpose of this flow is to provision a volume on the NetApp storage system by using API-S. The abstract for the flow would be as follows:

1. Search for all the storage virtual machines (SVMs) on the storage controller and let the user select one of the SVMs from drop-down list.
2. Depending on the SVM selected, search for all the aggregates on the storage controller and let the user select one of the aggregates from the drop-down list.
3. Prompt the user to input the volume name and volume size.
4. Run the command to provision a new volume on the storage controller by using the result of the previous steps. The output is the job initiation IP for the process.
5. Poll in the job IP and wait for the process of creating a new volume on the storage server to complete.
6. If the process is successful, prompt the volume created; otherwise, define the reason for failure.

**Design the Flow**

The first subflow would be to create a new project called **DemoProject** in the project explorer. Right-click to create a new folder demonstration and then create a new flow called **StorageProvisioning**, which creates a blank flow. Next, author the complete **StorageProvisioning** flow. Figure 5 represents the HP OO designer pane for creating a new workflow.
After a blank flow has been created, drag the `HttpClient Get` command under the `Operations > HttpClient` category from the bottom left Library pane to the designer pane. Right-click this command and select it as the start step. Double-click the command, and the Command Inspector appears at the bottom.

Perform the following steps:

7. Select the URL attribute and in the right pane, select the Use Constant radio button and specify the URL as `https://api-server/api/1.0/ontap/storage_vms`.
8. Select the Authentication mode as Basic and specify the user name and password credential attributes.
9. Edit `x509HostNameVerifier` as `allow_all`.
10. Rename the step as Get SVM Names.

The command attributes are complete. The output of this result would be a JSON output with the records of all the SVMs that are available. Figure 6 shows the HP OO Command Inspector pane for editing the attributes of the command.
The response that is shown in Figure 6 contains sample information; the SVM names must be filtered out. Take the result from the last command and convert the JSON output to XML format. Use the Convert JSON to XML step and select the input for it as the result from the preceding step. In the Convert JSON to XML step, create a new result field, which is an XPath query that filters the names of SVMs (XPath query: roottag/result/records/item/name) from the total result. Figure 7 shows the XPath query filter for extracting SVM names.

Next, use this SVM name list to pass through the List Item Grabber command and to let the user get the prompt to select the SVM name from a drop-down list and pass it to the next step. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the subflow for selecting an SVM.
Now we have the SVM name. Next, to get the SVM unique ID, put an HTTP Client Get request with the URL as `https://api-server/api/1.0/ontap/storage_vms?name={selectedSVMname}`. Filter the SVM key from the output.

We have completed the first subflow of selecting an SVM.

Extend the flow to make use of the SVM key to find the list of aggregates and to again let the user select one aggregate from the drop-down list. The design is similar to selecting an SVM, with the only difference being that the SVM is replaced by an aggregate. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the subflow for selecting an aggregate.
The second subflow for selecting an aggregate is now complete.

For user input of the volume name and volume size, use the Evaluate Expression command because it lets the user input a value. Use this entered value as a flow variable and then you can use it for the next step.

The third subflow for getting the input of the volume name and size is now complete.

Because we have the outputs from previous steps stored in the flow variables, now we drag an HTTP Client Post command into the designer pane. Because we want to create a new volume, the URL of this command should be https://api-server/api/1.0/ontap/volumes. Provide the required user name and password credentials as you did earlier in the GET commands. However, here you have to provide the body of the Post request as the list of fields that are required to create a new volume. The compulsory four parameters for creating a new volume in NetApp ONTAP are the SVM key, aggregate key, volume name, and volume size.

The body of the post request is as follows:

```json
"storage_vm_key":"{SelectedSVMKey}", "aggregate_key": "{SelectedAggrKey}", "name": "{VolName}", "volume_size": "{VolSize}" ]
```

Figure 10 shows the HP OO Command Inspector pane for the preceding command.
Note: The content inside the curly brackets ({}%) is exchanged with the correct values at run time.

At the end of the POST request, we obtain the output that provides a process job IP that was generated for the creation of that volume.

From the result, filter out that job IP and put a GET request that pools the result of that step; check the Status tag content. As soon as that tag changes from Pending to Completed, prompt the user through the Status Message command that the process has completed and specify the new volume details.

Check for any warning while saving the flow. Figure 11 shows the subflow for creating a new volume and for checking the job status.
Figure 11) Subflow for creating a new volume and for checking the job status

Use the Resolved: success and Resolved: error commands for the flow end. Figure 12 shows what the flow ultimately looks like.

Figure 12) End result of the flow.
Step 2: Debug the Flow

After your flow design has been completed, you might want to debug the flow for any errors. HP OO provides a local debugging feature that you can start by clicking the Local Debug icon on the toolbar, which is on top of the designer pane. Figure 13 shows the HP OO Debug pane.

Figure 13) HP OO Debug pane.

When you click the Local Debug icon, you are directed to a new debug page. The top left toolbar shows the icon for running the flow. When you click the button, your flow begins from the starting step and continues through the end step. The center console shows the Run Tree and Transition History and helps you to identify bugs. The user prompt appears on the screen whenever the flow passes a user prompt state or requires user attention.

Step 3: Execute the Flow

After testing and debugging your flow, you are ready to publish the flow. This published flow can either be run in the local machine through the local debugging tool or be run remotely through the HP OO Studio Central tool. The Studio Central tool is available only with the enterprise-licensed edition of HP OO.

To run your flow, go to the HP OO Studio Central page and search for the project and then your flow. Right-click the flow and select the Run the Flow option. The flow runs similar to the debugging stage without exposing the run-tree details.

5 Conclusion

This document:

- Describes how to make use of NetApp OnCommand API Services in HP Operations Orchestration flows to manage and monitor the underlying NetApp storage
• Describes a walk-through of the individual steps that are required to create an HP Operations Orchestration flow for provisioning a volume on the storage
• Provides a foundation for an end-to-end storage automation scenario that provides storage agility and integration simplicity of any third-party tool with OnCommand API Services

For an experienced HP OO consultant with a basic knowledge of OnCommand API Services, performing the steps described in this document should take only a few minutes. That estimate assumes that both HP OO and OnCommand API Services are preinstalled.
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